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Bohemian rhapsody download

Ahoy! It's 96 here. Featured article. X Drake is featured, which means it was chosen as an article of interest. Anime post-timeskip Episode 392[1] Dory (ド第第, Dorii?, English: Drie)[6] Red Flag (⾚旗, Akahata?) [1] 31 (debut)[9]33 (after drowning)[10] 233 cm (7'71/2) (debut, at timeskip) [9] [14] 222,000,000 [1] Ryu Ryu from Mi, Model: Allosaurus Dragon-
Dragon, Fruit Model: Allosaurus Drake redirects here. For information on non-marines see Red Flag X Drake (read as Diez Drake) is the master of the Marine Secret Special Unit sword. [2] To go undercover as a pirate, he publicly cleaned his rear admiral[8] and founded Drake's pirates. [1] He is one of the twelve pirates called the worst generation[16], and
two years ago there were 222,000,000 drownings. [1] Drake is the son of marine pirate Diez Barrels, and it was due to barrel pirates until he was defected to the Marines. The hut called him Doy. [6] [17] Drake's endeavor as a secret spy, he and his team became subordinate beasts to pirates, led by Kaido from four emperors, over two years. [3] Drake served
as one of the crew of Shinuchi, especially one of the strongest six called Tobiroppo. [4] His betrayal was eventually revealed, however, as a result he tried to ally himself with Monkey D. Luffy. [18] Appearance[edit|edit source] Drake is a tall, lean, and muscular man who wears what appears to be a combination of a white-plumed cocked hat with his crew Jolly
Roger on the side and a mask over his eyes. Underneath this headdress, Drake's hair is reddish brown, with brush-like sideburns. On his broad chin he has an X (not confirmed to be either a scar or tattoo) and on the chest and upper body he also has another big X. X's, as well as that on his behalf, represents the Roman numeral X 10, not the English letter.
When seen from above, his bicorne greatly resembles the head of Pterodactyl. He wears armor on his relatively thin legs and arms, consisting of knee-high boots and gloves that go up past his elbows, respectively. Openings for both gloves and boots are also provided with armor that has rounded gloves and sharp maple leaf pattern boots in front of his
knees. For the rest of his body he wears leather pants and a leather shirt. The belt with a large ornately designed circular belt buckle provides Drake pants as well as his sword and axe to his waist. He also wears a black cloak, which is purple from the inside, with a white fur lining around his neck. [1] After the Summit War, he is seen wearing a scarf tied
around his neck when he appeared on a winter island that was apparently under the protection of Kaido. [19] SBS Volume 64, Oda drew Supernovas as children. Drake is seen wearing a small torn Navy uniform, showing that he aspires to become a Marine because he was very young. He had a rounder face, shorter hair, and a wooden sword at his side. He
didn't have an X on his chin yet. He seems to be a playful and cheerful boy, not the stern and serious man he grew up to be. [20] As a young adult, Drake wore a teared, bloody shirt with trousers and boots on the snowy Island of Minion, but with a barrel of pirates,[21] although later, when he was supposed to run away, he managed to get a slightly depleted,
thick winter coat with a hood, as well as a pair of dark gloves. [6] Because of the mental and physical violence he suffered from his father, he was too worthless at his age and donquixote pirates easily made a mistake as a child. [17] After drowning, Drake no longer has his bicorne, exposing his now pale orange hair spiked into a faux hawk. He also has a
black headband with an eye hole that is inclined so that it just passes over the left eye. [22] Gallery[edit source] Main Series[edit | edit source] Drake color scheme manga before timeskip. Drake color scheme manga at timeskip. Drake with digitally colored manga before timeskip. Drake with digitally colored manga at timeskip. Drake in his youth as a Marine.
Drake's face is close to the plate before Schles. Video games[edit source] Other[edit |edit source] Drake concept art from anime. Drake in one piece: stampede. Oda's portrayal of Drake as a woman. Drake's wanted poster, as seen in Piece One: Stampede. Drake's non-canon bounty poster from Episode 917 (also used in the series for some merchandising).
A personality[edit| edit source] In his childhood, Drake was a Marine enthusiast and deeply admired by his father, Diez Barrels, who served in the organization as an officer. When Barrels turned to piracy, Drake still thought of his father as a good man and kept following him. [17] As a young man thirteen years ago, Drake proved to be a reluctant, obedient
way of obeying his father, despite the abusive attitude he was given. Barrel once stated that despite his strength, Drake was a coward and rarely contributed to his crew's performance. Indeed, to this point, Drake ran away when the opportunity introduced himself, no more showing any loyalty to his family. [6] At the moment, Drake does not seem to regret this
decision without being ashamed of the perpetrator of his father's death. [3] Despite the terrible attitude his father gave him, Drake remains loyal to the Marines, putting his life at risk to infiltrate the crew of one of the four emperors. Even when presented with the threat of torture, Drake stated that he would rather die than reveal his true loyalty, only deciding to
continue the fight because he was still on a mission Do. Drake is flexible with his belief in justice because he's not picky about potential allies of criminals and outlaws, going as far as asking to join forces with Monkey D. Luffy, the enemy of the World Government, simply because of Straw Hat's friendship with Koby, Drake's subordinate. [18] Currently Drake
shows a stern, dead-serious disposition all the time. Patient and observant, he seems to be a pirate who avoids unnecessary violence, knowing that such a thing will attract unwanted attention. In fact, he may even intervene in battles where he is not involved at all, doing so in the midst of a confrontation between Killer and Urouge, trying to appease both his
fellow Super Rookies. [1] However, if the situation requires violence, Drake reveals a surprisingly ruthless and bloodthirsty streak. The Trafalgar Act once pointed out that Drake had killed a significant number of people in his career, reinforcing the risk that the former rear admiral would not actually oppose the conflict. [1] Drake later attacked Pacifit fearlessly,
employing a brutal biting attack in the form of a zoane. Drake is brave enough to even challenge the subordination of the four emperors, knowing well that such action would make him the crust of the emperor himself. [19] As one of Tobiroppo, Drake is very much mission-oriented, always prioritizing the work assigned to him, although he might think his
presence in certain tasks may be overkill, just like the homicide owner of a small noodle shop. [4] This professionalism and dutifulness also applies to his work as a Marine spy, reporting on the entire note that he would eventually witness his cover. [2] Despite the fact that Arm himself, of course, occupies a high position in the swear farm, unlike some of his
colleagues in Tobiroppo. [4] Despite his generally serious attitude, Drake is known to sometimes lose his composure in certain situations. In particular, easily fluster him to the point of fainting at the sight of one, making him wary of entering places like baths. However, he will continue to deny this weakness, even if this is obviously the case. [23]
Relationship[edit |edit source] Family[edit source] Diez Barrels[edit source] Barrels was Drake's father, and when he was a marine officer, Drake wanted to become like him. However, when Barrels became a pirate, he was known to have physically abused his son. Drake stayed with his father as he continued to see the benefits of the man's past, but his
loyalty began to fluctuate. When Doflamingo attacked Barrels and his team with birdcage, Drake ran away and left them behind. [17] Thirteen years later, Drake was seen acknowledging Doflamingo as his father's killer, but stated that he was not there ashamed. [3] Barrel Pirates[edit|edit source] 13 years ago, he was a member of Barrels Pirates. he was
barely (if at all) loyal to the crew, considered to have always failed to show, and he just ran for his life instead of saving anyone when Doflamingo was attacked. [21] [6] Marines[edit source] It turned out that he as a child, he hoped to be a Marine,[20], probably because of his father's previous relationship with them. Thirteen years ago Drake fled the barrel
pirates and was saved by the Marines. [6] At one point he joined the Marines and became a rear admiral,[8], but in order to make it known to the public, he went to become a pirate. He seems to be aware of the Pacifista project, but had only recently learned of its completion while struggling with one of them in the Sabaody archipelago. [24] Secretly, he
remains a member of the Navy, serving as captain of the Special Forces Unit, Sword. [2] His unwavering commitment to the organization is that he will choose death over confession to enemies, even if it means prolonged torture, and he plans to return to the Marines in full. [18] Koby [edit source] They seem to have a reliable professional relationship
because Koby is one of the few people who realize that Drake's return to piracy was a ruse and he is still affiliated with the Marines as a commanding officer of the sword unit. [2] He also trusted Koby's views on Luffy as a benevoensive pirate, as Drake was asked to join Luffy's alliance after you remember Koby praising Luffy, believing that all the remaining
hopes of his mission to defeat the beasts pirates lies in collaboration with straw hat master. [18] Enemies[edit source] Beasts Pirates[edit source] Before timeskip, Drake seems to be interested in meeting Kaido, keen on provoking his subordinates in the New World to get the emperor's attention. Proving his loyalty, Drake squashed an uprising led by Caribou
(who was posing as Gaburu) on an island associated with the emperor and destroyed Amigasa Village, defeating five samurai that protected the public. [25] However, as Drake remained a secret member of the Marines, he was reporting Kaido's goings to his subordinates outside Wano and secretly helping the rebels. [2] During the fire festival, the Queen
wanted to kill him after he was the one who helped free the law from prison. While his true loyalty was not exposed, his actions were sufficient to make him the enemy of the pirates of the beasts. He seemingly hated Scratchmen Apoo, a fellow member of the Worst Generation, hoping to crush him for personal reasons. Basil Hawkins[edit|edit source] Drake
and Hawkins worked together at Flower Capital during some points in Wano Country Arc. When Drake was sent to the capital alongside Page One to deal with Sangoro, Hawkins accompanied him as his own goal hunt as well. They also participated in the revolt crackdown and Jasuie's both organized by Orochi. Due to his status as a mole, Drake was
seemingly interested in the possibility of Hawkins defecting from the Beasts pirates due to his forced labor with Kaido, but the magician shot down the idea. Hawkins already suspected Drake of releasing the law from captivity at Flower Capital and joined Who's Who and the Queen in questioning the secret Marine, citing that there were no other possible
candidates for the act. From that point on, they became enemies. Other [edit source] Straw Hat Pirates [edit source] Working for Beasts Pirates, Drake was an active enemy of Straw Hat Pirates throughout Wano Country Arc. However, with his cover blown during the Onigashima raid, Drake was left with no choice but to join forces with Luffy and his friends to
perform their duties. While Luffy had no qualms in allowing Drake to help them, Roronoa Zoro, Franky and Jinbe all kept their reservations against the sea, mainly because he kept his reasons for defecting vague and suspected of his true affiliation. Zoro briefly clashed with Drake because of not trusting him, but accepted the team up when Apoo began to call
the numbers and the Queen started shooting them. Sanji[edit source] Due to Sanji's misconduct against the Kyoshiro Family, Drake was one of two people sent to punish him. [4] After the first page killing, Drake continued his mission to pursue Sanji and was relentless in attacking him in Rasetsu. Drake recognized Sanji as an O-Soba Mask and brought up
about how he heard that Sanji is from the Vinsmoke Family, much to its irritation. [26] Abilities and Powers[edit|edit source] Drake Stopping Killer and Urouge's duel. When he was a member of the Barrels Pirates thirteen years ago, it was said that he was the strongest member of the crew. [27] As a former high-ranking naval officer, Drake has a deep
understanding of the world government's activities and is able to use this knowledge to protect himself from the dangers and predictors of the movement of Marines. He is also aware of Pacifista and Vegapunk. [24] His remarkable knowledge may have contributed to his enormous generosity. He is also quite intelligent in stopping the Killer and Urouge battle
because he knew it would only draw more unwanted attention. [1] He is skilled enough to stop two other Supernova fights with only one move,[1] and has shown physical strength to the extent that he was able to knock down a copy of naval chief Bartholomew Kuma. [28] It's an amazing feat as both Bepo and Sanji almost wounded themselves when they
kicked one of Pacifistas. Despite the fact that he referred to the wrath of Kaido by attacking the Scots and his favorite island,[19] he could live through this experience and made himself a bigger name[29] eventually led to him being marked as one of the worst in a generation. [30] As Shinuchi the Pirates of the Beasts, Drake ie is arranged in a high position
crew and is right over the lower ranking members, and as a member of Tobiroppo, he is one of the strongest of Shinuchi. With his treason exposed, Drake lost his affiliated authority to the crew. While a strong man in itself, he has an amazing weakness as he gets faint at the sight of a. [23] The physical ability[edit | edit source] Dreik has a tremendous force,
which in his youth was considered the strongest member of the barrel pirates,[31] and was strong enough to become a Marine Rear Admiral before his collapse. [8] He was able to block simultaneous blows from Urouge and Killer, colleagues of the worst generation, with little effort [1] and, according to Hitets, Drake alone defeated five samurai who guarded
Amigasa Village. [7] Swordsmanship and Axemanship [edit|edit source] Drake wielding his axe and saber. Drake dual wields both rapier and four-blade axe. [1] Drake is very skilled with either guns capable of stopping the Assassin and Urūge fight. [1] He could easily write down Juki one of the Artifical Ancient Giants, which has gigantic strength, size and
endurance. He could briefly clash with Zoro. Attacks[edit source] X Calibur (X(第第)第場(第第バー), Ekus Cariba?, literally means X Hunting Ground): From above, Drake swings his sword to the right and his axe left, sriking down the enemy with both weapons simultaneously. The attack was first seen used against inebriated Juki, successfully knocking out an
artificial ancient giant. Drake was in his allosaurus hybrid form, carrying out an attack, possibly improving his power. [32] [33] The name of the attack is a nod to the famous sword of Excalibur of arthurian legend, titled the kanji representing the pun: 第場 (hunting ground) would normally be read as a caricature that matches the Japanese pronunciation of the
caliber (第第バー, caricature?), with the previous X playing Drake's name. Devil Fruit[edit source] Details: Ryu Ryu from Mi, Model: Allosaurus Drake ate Ryu Ryu from Mi, Model: Allosaurus, Ancient Zoan-type Devil Fruit [34], which gives him the ability to transform into allosaurus. [4] This way Drake is strong enough for Pacifista to bleed by biting his head,
despite cyborgs being made of stronger material than steel. Drake in his full form of dinosaurs. Drake's human-allosaurus hybrid form Haki[edit|edit source] Drake has shown that he was able to use Busoshoku Haki when he easily defeated Caribou, a Logia user. [25] History[edit source] Past[edit source] Early Life[edit source] Drake was born Diez Barrels
and an unknown woman. He was trying to be like father and join the Marines. However, Barrels later became a pirate, and began physically abusing his son. However, Drake stayed with his father as he continued to see the man's earliest benefit. [17] Thirteen years ago Drake was on The Island of Minion with barrel pirates who were waiting for a trade deal
with 5,000,000,000 people in exchange for Ope Ope from Mi. While on Minion Island, he narrowly missed being captured by Donquixote Doflamingo's Birdcage and ran away from it instead of helping the crew of the Barrels escape pirates. [6] He was later found and welcomed by the Marines, who reported it. [35] After the incident in minion island, Drake
became a marine and rose to the rank of the rear admiral. [8] At one point he became part of the secret marine organization Sword. Drake became a pirate,[2] with his cover story that he was disassied by the Marines to form a pirate crew. [1] Summit War Saga[edit source] Sabaody Archipelago Arc[edit Source] After a long voyage following one of the Log
Pose routes on the Grand Line, Drake and his team arrived in the Sabaody archipelago to prepare for the New World. While he noticed two other pirates, Urouge and Killer, fighting each other. Knowing perfectly well what would happen if they caused too many scenes, Drake stopped their fight and told them to hold it off until they reached the New World. The
two happily fulfilled Drake's request. As Drake and his team walked away from the two pirates, he was momentarily egged on by the law of trafalgar to fight. However, Drake was not swayed by his behavior. [1] As Drake continued with the rest of his crew around Sabaody, he noticed that there were very few Marines on the mangrove. It puzzled Drake a bit
since Sabaody was right next to marine headquarters. However, it didn't take long for Drake to figure out things as he got the newspaper with the late breaking news while crossing Grove 24. Written about how he told the rest of his crew, there were reports that Portgas D. Ace, the recently captured second division commander of the Whitebeard crew, was
sentenced to public execution. Knowing that Whitebeard would definitely take revenge, Drake figured that the Marines would certainly need the entire workforce they could get on the battlefield, which could come along with the lack of Marines in the mangrove. All of these disturbed Drake as he was wondering if the World Government and marines asked for
war. [36] Drake will save Urouge from Pacifista. When news of Monkey D. Luffy's attack on World Noble spread across the archipelago, Drake ordered his men to prepare the ship for departure immediately, but he also expressed interest in which of the three admirals would be sent to deal with the situation. [37] After the arrival of Admiral Kizars on the island,
was forced to attack him to keep fellow supernovas Basil Hawkins and Urouge among the deals with him and one of several Pacifistas invading the island. [38] After Scratchmen Apoo gave his surprise attack, he quickly sent Kizar, who then picked up Drake and Hawkins with little effort. [39] Marineford Arc[edit source] Despite confrontation with Kizar, Drake
and his team managed to avoid capture. He later watched the war on Marineford television at Sabaody. [40] At the end of the war, Drake's pirates approached Marineford and watched from a safe distance. Drake commented that with the conclusion of the war, the Marines also changed. [41] Post-war circle[edit|edit source] Drake and his team are confronted
by one of Kaido's subordinates, Iron Boy Scott. Drake and his team successfully made it to the New World. They stopped at the winter island and encountered Iron Boy Scott, subordinate to Kaido. Scott told Drake that the island is a favorite of the emperor and is under his control. Drake doubted that if he were to attack the Scots, then he would get the
attention of Kaido, in which the Scots answered yes. With this confirmed, Drake gladly activated his Devil Fruit and began his attack. [19] During Timeskip[edit | edit source] Sometime in two years, Drake joined Kaido and the Pirates of the Beasts[42] and became one of the crew of Shinuchi and one of Tobiroppo. He helped the destruction of Amigasa Village
at Wano Country. [7] Dressrosa Saga[edit source] Caribou's Kehihihihi in the New World[edit source] Drake dragging Caribou away. After Caribou (who was posing as Gaburu) defeated the Scotch and destroyed the factory on the same winter island under Kaido control, Drake (in dinosaur form) appeared and attacked him, his team, and Gaburu's
revolutionaries while they were celebrating. After the caribou's defeat, Drake dragged him away. [25] After Caribou received a meat pie from Gaburu's grandmother, Drake took Caribou to his ship. [43] Dressrosa Arc [edit source] After Doflamingo's defeat, Drake read about Luffy and the law of victory from the newspaper. He admitted that Doflamingo killed
his father, but did not hold it a second time. [3] The Four Emperors of Saga[edit source] Such events are not Canon and are therefore not considered part of the Canon story. One Piece: Stampede [edit |edit source] He is one of the visitors at the Pirate Festival along with his pirate crew. [44] Concludes that a section other than the canon. Wano Country
Arc[edit source] At Flower Capital, Drake and Page One were sent to punish the soba store owner for beating some Kyoshiro men. They were with Hawkins as well. [4] The next day, Drake and Hawkins led a group to attack the sauna and search for people with the Kozuki family crescent moon symbol on their ankles. Drake entered the sauna after about the
presence of Sanjii. Seeing Sanji in his Raid Suit, Hawkins and Drake recognized him as Stealth Black. [45] After Sanji and his group escaped from the sauna, Drake and Hawkins continued patrols in the capital. [46] Drake and Hawkins later stood guard in the Rasetsu jail, where Shimotsuki Yasuie was imprisoned and scheduled to be executed. As crowds of
people gathered, Drake commented that all the attention and rebuds of Komurasaki's funeral shifted to execution. [47] When Shogun Kurozumi Orochi tried to kill Toko after the execution of Yasuie, Drake and Hawkins witnessed Roronoa Zoro and Sanji rescue the girl. [48] With Sanji present, Drake transformed his Zoan form and continued to attack him. [49]
After Sanji handed over Toko Usopa, Drake hit the ground with his tail as the chef tried to rebound back. Drake continued with his attack with Sanji evading and dashing off. [50] After Hawkins captured the law, Drake told Hawkins to get on with questioning. [51] He secretly helped Law expose Hawkins and let him escape. [52] Later, in an abandoned
residence somewhere on the outskirts of Ebbisu, Drake secretly spoke to Coy through Den Den Mushi and secretly informed him of recent events in Wano, such as the Kaido and Big Mom Alliance and the cp-0 arrival. [2] Drake appeared at the Fire Festival in Onigashi with the rest of Tobiroppo. [53] Then they sat down to wait to meet with Kaido and
bickered with each other. [54] When Kaido arrived, he gave them a mission to find their son Jamato, saying he would let them battle one of the All-Stars for their position if they succeeded. [55] Queen and Who is Who To Trap Drake. As the Ninja-Pirate-Mink-Samurai Alliance waged war on Onigashima, Drake spoke with Hawkins when Who approached
them. Who asked Dread to join in killing the queen. Although he wasn't interested in participating in their feud, Drake followed Who's Who anyway. Then he was lured into an ambush where Who's Who and the Queen attacked him. They accused Drake of treason and questioned him, but the explosion allowed Drake to flee. Drake joins Luffy in taking down a
couple of Numbers. After weighing his chances, he attacked one of the Numbers. As an enemy of the pirates of the beasts, Drake asked Luffy to allow him to join the Alliance party. Zoro, Frankie, and Jinemja didn't trust him, and Zoro laughed at Drake. They finally joined forces when Apoo and the Queen entered the fray. [57] Drake was alarmed when the
Queen used Excite Bullets against the rebels[58] and unleashed the Ice Oni virus. The virus spreads, affecting both ally and enemy alike. The Queen tossed the only vial containing the antidote Apoo and gave everyone the challenge of taking a cure from him. As Apoo ran away from his pursuers, Drake and Zoro attacked him together. [59] Major Wrestling
[edit |edit source] Filler Battles source] X Drake and Basil Hawkins vs. Sanji (Flower Capital Bath) Translation and Dub Issues[edit Source] Although written as is, X his name is supposed to read as hardly (as X is the Roman numeral of ten), which means ten in Spanish and can also be used as a surname. Products[edit source] Video Games[edit source]
Playable appearance[edit | edit source] Support appearance[edit source] One-piece: Super Grand Battle! X One piece: Great Pirate Colosseum Non-Playable Speaking [edit|edit source] Trivia [edit|edit source] Drake shares his name, sideburns, and voice actor with another character named Drake. However, this character is not canon. The word drake is
sometimes synonymous with dragon, especially middle english. It's good for Drake's devil's fruit. Drake is the first person to emerge to have eaten Ancient Zoan Devil Fruit when its concept was first introduced. He is the only Super Rookie, and also the only member of the worst generation, with the power of Zoan Devil Fruit. In one piece of Blue Deep:
Characters World, Drake was given a birthday october 10th when his birthday was already given as of October 24th[60] This makes him one of two characters, along with Viola, is given two different birthdays. Drake is a revolution theme. His birthday (October 24) is the start date of the October Revolution, according to the Julian calendar. His epithet can be a



reference to the real world red flag, an international symbol of socialism and communism. In the 6th Japanese Fan Poll, Drake is ranked 90th most popular in character One Piece. Drake is the only member of Tobiroppo not named after the card game. He is also the only member who has no horns. However, his epithet can refer to the Red Flags, a terrible
date game, a card game in which the goal is to create the best date. SBS-Based Trivia[edit source] Drake's birthday, October 24, is a reference to his surname X because it is 10 with Roman numerals and 24 letters in the English alphabet. [11] Coincidentally, he shares his birthday with music artist Drake. Drake's name was taken from a 16th century English
adventurer and privately owned by Sir Francis Drake. [61] Drake's favorite dish is chicken rice, and his least favorite dishes are eggs. [62] [14] Drake's hobbies are repila maniacs and study astrophysics. [63] If Drake wasn't a pirate, he'd be a zookeeper. [64] If one piece was set in the real world, then Drake would be from Turkey. [64] References[edit | edit
source] ↑ 1.00 1.01 1.02 1.03 1.04 1.05 1.06 1.07 1.08 1.09 1.10 1.11 1.12 1.13 1.14 1.15 1.16 1.17 One-piece manga and Anime - Vol. 1.16. Drake has been introduced. ↑ 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 one-piece manga — Chapter 95 956 (pages 11–13). ^ 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 One-piece manga and anime - In Chapter 79 793 (p. 11) and Episode 736,
Drake reads an article in the newspaper about Doflamingo's defeat of the heart-straw hat alliance. ^ 4.0 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.5 4.6. Chapter 92 929 (p. 17-18) and Episode 923, Drake has been revealed as one of the members of the tobiroppo ↑ 5.0 5.1 Piece One Manga - Chapter 990 (p. 14-15), Drake has been revealed as a secret spy and declared enemy of
the beast pirates. ^ 6.0 6.1 6.2 6.3 6.4 6.5 6.6.7. In Chapter 77 767 (p. 4, 11) and Episode 706, the X-shaped scar matching Drake's is seen on Dory's chin, and he escapes the Birdcage and leaves with the Marines. ^ 7, 0 7, 1 7, 2 One-piece manga and anime – Volume 91 Chapter 912 (p. 6) and Episode 894↑ 8.0 8.1 8.2 8.3 8.4 One-piece Manga and Anime
- Vol. ^ 9.0 9.1 SBS One-piece Manga – Volume 68 (p. 82), it is discovered that Drake's age and height are in the sob. ^ One Piece Manga and Anime - Vol. ^ 11.0 11.1 SBS One-piece Manga – Volume 64 (p. 66), Drake's birthday is opened. ^ SBS One-Piece Manga - Vol. 1 ^ One-Piece Log ↑ 14.0 14.1 SBS One-Piece Manga - Vol. 1 ^ Vivre Card - One-
piece visual dictionary (#0515), Drake's blood type is open. ^ One-piece Manga and Anime - Vol. ^ 17.0 17.1 17.2 17.3 17.4 SBS One piece Manga - Vol. ^ 18, 0 18, 1 18, 2 18, 3 One-piece Manga – Chapter 990 (pages 14–17). ^ 19.0 19.1 19.2 19.3 One piece Manga and Anime - Vol. 19.2 ^ 20.0 20.1 SBS One-piece Manga — Volume 64 (p. 166), Drake is
drawn as a child. ^ 21.0 21.1 One-piece Manga and Anime - Vol. 1 ^ One-piece Manga - Vol. 1 ^ 23.0 23.1 One-piece Manga and Anime - Vol. ^ 24.0 24.1 One-piece Manga and Anime - Vol. ^ 25.0 25.1 25.2 One-piece Manga - Vol. 1 ^ One-piece Manga and Anime - Vol. ^ One-piece Manga and Anime - Vol. when he needed his power. ^ One-piece Manga
and Anime - Vol. ^ One-piece Manga and Anime - Vol. ^ One-piece Manga and Anime - Vol. ^ One-piece Manga and Anime - Vol. ^ One-piece Manga – Chapter 990 (pages 16–17). ^ Manga One-Piece – Chapter 991 (page 8). ^ One-piece Manga and Anime - Vol. ^ One Piece Anime - Episode 706. ^ One-piece Manga and Anime - Vol. ^ One-piece Manga
and Anime - Vol. ^ One Piece Manga and Anime - Vol. ^ One-piece Manga and Anime - Vol. ^ One-piece Manga and Anime - Vol. ^ One-piece Manga - Vol. 1 ^ One-piece Manga - Vol. 1 ^ One-piece Film 14th ^ One-Piece Manga and Anime - Vol. ^ One-piece Manga and Anime - Vol. ^ One-piece Manga and Anime - Vol. ^ One-piece Manga and Anime -
Vol. ^ One-piece Manga and Anime - Vol. ^ One-piece Manga and Anime - Vol. ^ Manga , One-piece — Volume 94, Chapter 950 (p. 16). ^ One-piece Manga - Vol. 1 ^ One-piece Manga — Volume 97, Chapter 977 (pages 16–17). ^ Manga, 97 , Chapter 978 (pages 15–17). ^ Manga, 97, Chapter 979 (pages 10–15). ^ One-piece Manga – Chapter 990 (pages
7-9.9–17). ^ One-piece Manga - Chapter 991. ^ SBS One Piece Manga – Vol. ^ SBS One Piece Manga - Vol. 100000000000000 ^ SBS One Piece Manga– Volume 82(p. 46), Drake's hobbies are revealed. ^ 64.0 64.1 SBS One-Piece Manga – Volume 88 (p. 78), is given to the Real World Drake State. External links rediģēt avotu] [rediģēt | rediģēt avotu]
Personas ar Bounties Canon Over 1,000,000,000: Gol D. Roger * † • Edward Newgate * † • Kaido * • Charlotte Linlin * • Shanks * • Marshall D. Teach * • Monkey D. Luffy * • Queen * • Charlotte Katakuri * • Jack * 500,000,000 līdz 1,000,000,000: Charlotte Smoothie * • Charlotte Cracker * • Charlotte Perospero * • Sabo * • Charlotte Snack * • Little Oars Jr. * •
Portgas D. Ace * † • Chinjao * • Trafalgara likums * 100,000,000 līdz 500,000,000: Edward Weevil * • Eustass Kid * • Jinbe * • Tamago * • Pedro * † • Scratchmen Apoo * • Donquixote Doflamingo * • Pekoms * • Cavendish * • Vinsmoke Sanji * • Basil Hawkins * • Gecko Moria * • Roronoa Zoro * • Charlotte Krāsns * • Charlotte Daifuku * • Capone Bege * •
Cēzars Klauns * • Bartholomew Kuma * ‡ • Fisher Tiger * † • X Drake * • Squard * • Caribou * • Sai * • Killer * • Usopp * • Bartolomeo * • Belamī * • Coribou * • Orlumbus * • Juvelierizstrādājumi Bonney * • Nico Robin * • Charlotte Mont-d'Or * • Urouge * • Bobbin * • Dorry * • Brogy * 50.000.000 līdz 100.000.000: Trebol * • Diamante * • Pica * • Vito * • Rockstar *
• Franky * • Albion * • Gotti * • Lūpu Doughty * • Brook * • Krokodils * • Chadros Higelyges * • Boa Hancock * • Nico Olvia * † • Daz Bonez * • Jenots * • Žiroskopu * • Doc Q * • Suleiman * • Gambia * • Nami * • Van Augur * • Lao G * • Devil Dias * • Senor Pink * • Kelly Funk * • Pinkbeard * 10,000,000 līdz 50,000,000 : Laffitte * • Roshio * † • Boa Sandersonia * •
Boa Marigold * • Sarquiss * • Shoujou * • Mikazuki * • Bobby Funk * • Miss Doublefinger * • Mr 2 Bon Kurei * • Gladius * • Miss Goldenweek * • Mont Blanc Cricket * • Mr. 3 * • Foxy * • Charlotte Lola * • Demaro Black * • Masira * • Arlong * • Jesus Burgess * • Yeti Cool Brothers * • Krieg * • Lacuba * • Kuro * • Buggy * • Dellinger * • Bluejam * • Miss Priecīgus
Ziemassvētkus * • Džins * • Machvise * • Mr. 5 * • Wellington * Under 10,000,000: Jango * ‡ • Kuroobi * • Higuma * † • Hatchan * • Cirtaini Miss Valentine * • Sham &amp; Buchi * • Chew * • Alvida * • Porchemy * • Mr 4 * • Bepo * • Tony Tony Chopper * Unknown reward: Benn Beckman • Lucky Roux • Yasopp • Zeff • Dracule Mihawk • Monkey D. Dragon •
Crocus • Yorki • Marco • Jozu • Vista • Silvers Rayleigh • Emporio Ivankov • Inazuma • Shiryu • Sanjuan Wolf • Vasco Shot • Catarina Devon • Avalo Pizarro • Aladine • Charlotte Amande • Kozuki Oden Oden Oden
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